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Digital extremum 
calcu lator 
This circuit is useful if the extreme 
value of a continuously changing 
parallel n -bit binary signal has to be 
calculated. The latest and the last ex- 
tremes are stored, and two comparator 
outputs indicate whether these are 
maximum or minimum values. 

Data is clocked into shift -register A 
and then transferred into shift -register 
B. The comparator outputs indicate 
whether the input from A is greater or 
less than B, and change state whenever 
an extreme occurs. The transition trig- 
gers the corresponding monostable, and 
the OR gate produces a pulse which 
enables shift register C. The output of 
shift register A is then stored in C. If 
several shift -registers are connected in 
series with C, and clock by the OR gate, 
all of the previous extremes can be 
stored. 
K. R. Srinivassa Murthy 
ISRO Satellite Centre 
Bangalore 
India 
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Simple v.h.f. 
preamplifier 
This preamplifier is suitable for portable 
use and operates between 85 and 
95MHz. The components can be 
mounted on a board approximately one 
inch square. Gain is about 15dB but this 
can be increased with a small sacrifice 
in stability by using a BF185. All resis- 
tors are '/4W metal oxide types and the 
capacitors are ceramic disc. 
Ronald G. Young 
Peacehaven 
Sussex 

Three- function RS latch 
A standard RS latch as shown in (a) 
responds to an input at both SET and 
RESET by bringing both outputs low. 
An alternative latch, shown in (b), can 
be used in cases where non -complement 
outputs are undesirable. When RS is 00, 
latch 1 and hence latch 2 will not 
change. When RS is 01, latch 1 resets 
which sets latch 2. By symmetry, RS at 
10 causes latch 2 to reset. With RS at 11, 
both outputs of latch 1 are forced low. 
However, two low inputs at latch 2 will 
not alter the output. A similar latch may 
be constructed using cross -coupled 
NAND gates. 
S. J. Cahill 
Ulster College 
Northern Ireland 
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